"Arbuckle Effect" explains fantastic Rice win over UH

by MIKE ROSS

On Monday afternoon, Texas held its first practice and both teams were represented. Clay Matthews, a black Alabama tail, and Tom Collier, a white Texas tail, exchanged kicks in the center of the field. The Alabama tail had a white name on his uniform in honor of the VHS tradition, giving a stirring speech in favor of the good ol' fashioned Andrea Freedom Democratic Party delegation and it would be all down the drain. The first test of who had the power was the vote on the South Carolina women's challenge. McGovern supported it, so Alabama lined up against it. The California delegation sent to the Credentials Committee too had 120 delegates pledged to McGovern and 151 committed to McGovern. Two parliamentary rulings favorable to McGovern lowered the victory number on the California question to 1599 to 1692. The worst thing that could happen to McGovern would be a narrow loss on the South Carolina challenge. In that case the rulings could be challenged by ABM from the floor and overturned, meaning no McGovern delegates on California. That event would turn the tide away from McGovern and his chances for the nomination would greatly diminish. But McGovern delegate countered, could see that they couldn't win the challenge, he decided to pull votes and lose convincingly, with a total less than 1693. Then the ABM might think the McGovern strength to be weak enough not to bring up the procedural questions.

That's exactly what happened. The challenge lost 1693 to 1600. The ABM was fooled and did not raise any questions. It was a beautiful maneuver. For example, Oregon, which has 14 strong McGovern votes, counted 519, tallied 2511 and eventually changed its vote to 16-45. Senator Warren-Manning, the delegation chairman, thought that they were voting their conscience. But a young Oregon delegate told me, with a wide grin, that "the Oregon delegation is very anxious to nominate Senator McGovern" and that "Senator Morse didn't come to the caucus" in which the strategy was revealed.

While the ABM was obfuscating the defeat of McGovern, the McGovern forces were celebrating the impending nomination, for now they knew that they had the 1410 votes to seat the McGovern California delegation and it would be all down from there. This was the strategy was revealed, the ABM seemed to make the available mistakes.

Briscoe still claimed that "the convention was not over" but his wife Doby was quoted earlier Tuesday morning.

Briscoe glum

With the hastening on the walls, Humphrey and Muskie withdrew from the race the next day. That only left Sen. and Terry Sanford in the ABC camp.

Briscoe looked quite glum at the Tennessean conference, which was addressed by Frank and Jackson north. Sanford thanked for Southern pride and Jackson started out on the same speech that he gave the morning before. Again he began with wife and went on about his family tree and his Protestant heritage. "All my ancestors were Protestants until the Reformations, before which they were all Catholic." And more Party Loyalty.

"I was never a part of a third party movement," was the juli at McGovern's involvement with the American Party. But not many of whom were in the American Party four years before the

The ABM seemed to make the available mistakes.

Briscoe still claimed that "the convention was not over" but his wife Dancy admitted that

(Continued on Page 1)
Fuller and the KGB, after a rapid clarification of the front from the KGB, according to the Associated Press. They deliver a letter to the Soviet Union, which decried the new rulings on emigration as an assault on education, as provided, so statisticians they produced showed that the Soviet Union's literacy rate is so high. The letter's grand輩産papers educational interests.

Golds Merial, the current leader of the Knesset, the Israeli parliament, when the new head tax was revealed, said that she was 'shocked that the government had been forced to reintroduce the head tax'. The statement, which is highly educated, they recently decided to introduce a debt tax on Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union. The ruling compels each degree-holder who wishes to leave Russia to pay exorbitant fees, ostensibly to help support the Soviet Jewish community in the United States. The efforts cut off political backing for this provision, as official statistics.

To Houston newcomers, that doesn't mean much. Space City! is lead. That's why I'm so sorry to see it go. For a year and a half, Space City! was a reason for hope, a reason for faith, a reason for belief. It doesn't matter where they're printed, or whose the investors who are still going; we don't know why. It doesn't matter how they're both still going; we don't know why.

Regardless of the New Left philosophy, the "alternative lifestyle", and the youth culture in general. And that was all right.

An Open Letter from TexPIRG

The Rice Placement Office is a service supplied to students by Rice University. Recently relocated in 301 Lovett Hall, the Rice Placement Office is to aid students in finding a job after graduation.

According to Placement Director, Mary Leatherwood: "We do not 'get you a job.' Only you can 'get' a job. We make contacts, and we are ready to assist you during your search if your research, provide you with technical and legal assistance, money to invest the quality and success of your project, and publish and disseminate the results of your research when it has been completed. If you do not wish to participate in any project, but would simply like to help, TexPIRG will be conducting a letter-writing campaign to make sure prices fall this fall which will not require a large amount of time or energy. The particular public-interest goals are expected to be set on Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the Legislative Building. Rice students have supported TexPIRG by signing a petition in its support and by voluntary donations. New TexPIRG asks that you come and get your money's worth.

When you are a Junior, your fields of interest will become clearer. This is the time to set up your Placement Office file to begin interviewing with companies in which you are interested. When you are a Senior or a Candidate for an Advanced Degree, set up a file. If you want to use your file to be sure it is current and correct as to your general qualifications and experiences; (b) if you plan to graduate school or to the military, start including your interests if you are planning to end your war studies.

"Whatever you want to do..."

An Open Letter from TexPIRG in finding the past few weeks that TexPIRG will help you find a position in the business of your choice.

Lea hits Jones Security lack
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Police arrest Rice student for assault

Neils Williams III, a third-year student, was arrested Tuesday by Houston police and charged with aggravated assault on an officer. The confrontation between Williams and Sergeant Anderson of Rice security in front of the Rice Memorial Center concerning improper vehicle registration brought about the arrest.

Williams was attempting to leave on his motorcycle parked in front of the EMU, when Anderson approached him to discuss several parking tickets and the vehicle registration. When the motor was turned on, Anderson reportedly grabbed Williams, who, according to one witness, struck the officer before landing in the lawn at the side along with the motorcycle.

During the next ten minutes, Anderson attempted to restrain the struggling Williams while a small group of students gathered, among whom was Williams president Rob Dickin-son, who tried to calm the student down. Security officer McCoy arrived and helped to handcuff Williams and lead him to the Security office.

According to Dean Wurzen, who also came to the Security office, Williams was "very bellicose and venal and very contemptuous." He asked him if he could go home and return in the morning to the Dean's office to discuss the registration and the tickets. Williams, who had already kicked attempting off-Evers Brooks in the stomach and McCoy in the head, refused to follow that course of action. He continued to be bellicose and venal and contemptuous, and used vile language in resisting attempts to calm him down. Wurzen remarked that by then there"was no choice but to take him to the City of Houston police department." Officers McCoy and Anderson waited at the entrance gate with Williams until the police arrived. All returned to the Security Office for a discussion of the incident, then drove to the police station.

Williams was released on a $1200 bond; the delay was due to his inability to contact his parents living near Dallas. Several members of Will Rice also attempted to call them. Dean Wurzen told the Williams' father on Wednesday afternoon, soon after which Williams was released.

COLLEGIATE CLEANERS
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Arbuckle…

(Continued from Page 1) or thwarted an certain Owl scoring drive.
No. 3: Operating from multiple
tactics and shifts. This tactic will often deceive the defense
they are the Dallas Cowboys.
No. 4: Allowing the “other
team” to make the mistakes.
This tactic demonstrates the
risk involved in this style of
play. For the Oaks say,
“One seldom lives on mistakes
alone, but to quote your
coach’suntrodden saying, “The
other team’s quickness and
not its size, is the key factor in
this intramural program or
athletic dept. Almost all the
plays are the rear-T sweeps
and the long bomb. The re-
minder of the Longhorn attack
is merely a distraction. Conse-
quently, the Ous used fine end
and passing to open up the
outside running; the de-
fenitive backs concentrated on
stopping the long passes, while
the linebackers kept the U f
inside runs to four yards per
carry.

In conclusion, it is difficult
to fault successes, but we ques-
tion how successful those same
strategies will be in the coming
weeks and months. While this
conservative offensive strategy
may have been appropriate for
this particular game and situ-
ation, we hope that the offense
is more capable of varying its
future in the tempo.

Optimism is clearly justified,
not this can be the type of win
around which a season can be
built. It certainly is better than
building a season around a
loss, as we did last year.

UST builds new center

A new University Center
named for John H. Crooker, as
a founding partner in the
firm of Fulbright, Crooker &
associates and major support-
er of University of St. Thomas,
will be built in the coming year
on the UST campus. The center
will occupy a major portion of
the block at Mt. Vernon and
Bernard streets, across from
their new Doherty Li-
brary.

The Crocker Center, answer-
ing the needs of the rapidly in-
teresting student body, will
house multiple non-academic
student functions. World-re-
miered architect Philip Johnson
of New York, who designed the
Academy Mall for St. Thomas,
has agreed to be consultant for
the center, to assure conformity
of this building with his
overall plan.

Wilson, Marvin, Caud and
Anderson are Houston archi-

tects for the $750,000 building,
made possible by an H.E.W. In-
terest Subsidy Grant, student
fees and a significant gift from
Mr. and Mrs. John Crooker.

Rev. Patrick O. Braden, Pres-
ident of St. Thomas, made the
announcement, saying, "The
building will consolidate innume-
erable services now housed all
over the campus. It will also
supply a number of new and
long awaited additional serv-
ices."

University of St. Thomas,
celebrating its 25th Annivers-
ary this fall, has shown 29%
increase in enrollment in the
last three years. The fall enroll-
ment will begin with over four
hundred students.

Confirmed that the Universi-
ty’s rapidly rising needs must
be met swiftly, the Directors,
Trustees and Administration
will have erected three major
buildings in three years with
the completion of the Crooker
Center in 1973. The $2 million
Doherty Library, named for the
late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pace
Doherty, will be dedicated in
November. A $1 million res-
idence hall housing 200 stu-
dents was opened in the fall of
1970.

Construction on the Crooker
Center will begin in January.

Sports clubs - an alternative with variety

by BILL HELL

Sometimes lost in the line-

daylight of intramural competition
and the big time athletics are
the Rice Sports Clubs. These
ehob allows persons with spe-
ialized athletic talents or in-
terests to engage in or learn
sports not specifically included
in the intramural program or
athletic dept. Almost all the
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and
WA 6-0426 CASH ONLY
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NO SERVICE CHARGE FOR LIFE.

To encourage participation in our banking program, Houston Citizens Bank is offering a new service especially for you. We call it the, "No Service Charge for Life" program. And it means just what it says; no handling or service charges of any kind on the checks you write on your account for the rest of your life!

And no minimum balance is required.

To start you off, we're offering 200 free checks with your name, address and telephone number imprinted on them. We'll also give you postage-paid envelopes to mail them in—just ask for more when you run out.

You'll even find your own special University Banking Center, open from 9 to 4, Monday through Friday. Our experienced bankers are on hand to answer questions and assist you with any financial problem you might have.

Park free of charge when you visit us in the large parking lot next to our building or across the street in our multi-story parking garage. Just ask any cashier or bank officer to validate your ticket.

We're offering these services because: (1) We believe in you and your interests, your dreams and plans for the future, and (2) Frankly, we want to be part of those plans.

We're hoping that the more you get to know us, the more you'll use us for other things. When that time comes, you'll find we put a lot of extra effort into giving you very good service.

Houston Citizens Bank

THIS OFFER IS LIMITED TO COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF. 1801 MAIN, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002, 713-224-4600 MEMBER F.D.I.C.
By DAVID WHITLOCK
NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION CONGRESS REPORT OR THE ONE PLACE WITH FOOD WORSE THAN RICE.

The National Student Association Congress has happened every year for the last twenty-five years, yet for three or four months beforehand, the advance literature made it sound very tentative, perhaps even spur of the moment. This is not the case, but things are far from perfect at the Congress. A large portion of the uncertainty stems from not knowing who or what will show up: 500 or 2000. This year it was about 750.

At any rate, registration at Catholic University in D.C. last August showed all the registration that could be expected. The staff had planned to have the pre-registered delegates' information ready to go, but about sixty delegates had arrived in Washington right before, and the national office had been mobilized to find rooms for them. So much for advance planning where student are concerned.

I was going to the Congress to see about such things as the NSA speaking slots, travel arrangements for students, the book club, and other assorted goodies that the Program Council could desperately use. Yet Martha had arranged the congress last year in Colorado and had warned me that the pharmacists of this moment would be extremely political. Well, I intended to avoid all of that and just sit in the service Center while he was screening, result- ion/answer period for the discussion often lead to something else. They were burning lots, sometimes without, irritating, but always uncomfortable. They were held in the gym, which was like holding them in the Rice gym in August. The only saving grace was the Good Man Who Parked his truck outside the gym the session was over.

For the three years previous to this Congress, there had been some kind of podium takeover by the idealists or Third World. This year it would be the exception, since major reforms in the structure of NSA had been made during this congress, but this proved to be a boon to the slogans. On the opening day, Friedman from Queens College, MMA, a black woman from Indiana, and Tim Higgins from Wisconsin. Friedman and Higgins were tied, and a ques- tion/answer period for the voting to begin, when sud- denly Friedman dropped out of the race, and gave his sup- port to Tim. It became immediately obvious that some see- mingly bad news and suddenly the whole at- mosphere changed and turned ambiguous. The evening bal- lot gave Higgins a clear vic- tory. At this time Omar Pervak, a Black Muslim from Chicago, stormed the podium to thank Tim Higgins. The next few minutes were confu- sion, anger, and violence. Before we knew it all the bottles that had been on the tables were on the floor, and the blacks were car- rying them around, gently. However, 45 minutes the Third World Ca- nton had left the gym and was ahead out the door. This was about 1:30 in the morning.

The next few hours were spent with the two groups discussing about what had happened, and what needed to happen next. In the end the Third World came back about Sam and someone should be held, with all the candidates in it. The winner was again Higgins, someone the organizers started to protest and walk out again. But we spent Omar Pervak up and said the system had declared Higgins the winner, and as such he was going to work with him to further commodity goals, not to denigrate each other. Sam was adjourned after also electing Ron Eluren- from Temple University in Philadelphia as vice-presi-
der.

While the disorder and politics rampant at such a con- gress, it is easy to get dis- oriented, but this one was worth a damn, but something Margie Tabankin, the former president, said stuck in my mind, "This is the only game we'll ever get those services that I went up for. Maybe we had better stick with it and try to improve it. With this in mind, I ran for the Na- tional Supervisory Board which the organizers had made policy for it during the meeting. The NSA sponsored nationwide clearing house for information on all the organizations. This is the only way we'll ever get those services that I went up for. Maybe we had better stick with it and try to improve it. With this in mind, I ran for the Na- tional Supervisory Board which the organizers had made policy for it during the meeting. The NSA sponsored nationwide clearing house for information on all the organizations. This is the only way we'll ever get those services that I went up for. Maybe we had better stick with it and try to improve it. With this in mind, I ran for the Na- tional Supervisory Board which the organizers had made policy for it during the meeting. The NSA sponsored nationwide clearing house for information on all the organizations. This is the only way we'll ever get those services that I went up for. Maybe we had better stick with it and try to improve it. With this in mind, I ran for the Na- tional Supervisory Board which the organizers had made policy for it during the meeting. The NSA sponsored nationwide clearing house for information on all the organizations. This is the only way we'll ever get those services that I went up for. Maybe we had better stick with it and try to improve it. With this in mind, I ran for the Na- tional Supervisory Board which the organizers had made policy for it during the meeting. The NSA sponsored nationwide clearing house for information on all the organizations. This is the only way we'll ever get those services that I went up for. Maybe we had better stick with it and try to improve it. With this in mind, I ran for the Na-
by ANDY HURLEY
Marjoe Gortner has done the right thing, done something to the people that see them. They push them around, they make a lot of money, they use easy chemistry and morally and ideologically. In fact, the really avid moviegoers, the people who have seen the bad movies, stupid movies, simple-minded movies, come to the movies and their own reactions to the clumsy attempt of the movie makers to move in on the viewers. Like sex transformed into mechanisms by Buxom star-wives their fatal accident and the man life when Montana gives their family home and a truly fine film. At the same time he spoofs for better photo-trivia as THE OWL AND THE PIGMY and their celebration of new human life when Montana gives truthfully makes the heart rejoice.

George Roy Hill, however, has managed to direct an almost perfectly executed movie. His success as director of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid is, has been and always will be. He received rave reviews upon publication of the book and the film. George Roy Hill, however, has managed to direct an almost perfectly executed movie. His success as director of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid is, has been and always will be.

What does Marjoe do with the souls he saves? by VALERIE PERINE
Marjoe Gortner was a victim of his parents' manic and depressive grandeur and, for a year or two, he continued to believe, learned lots of lessons through his cold-blooded exploitation of the offering plate to his own gain. He should have more sense of responsibility to those people—however truly, however much liars, however naive unclumsy of urban views they are—who believe in him and his powers to show them how to do good. He should have sympathy for them. He mustn't let us have fun at their innocent expense. And he should have respect for us. His appeal is great—he's a combination of David Frye and Mickey Mouse physically—yet and just use it to witlessly not only those poor arthritic old fella but us, whom he seems to be enlightening. The soul game, played with celluloid, has managed to seem cold, calculating, and evil—some knows this when he says, "I'm not evil, I'm good, and there's a difference," so that you know he's lying. Living the ascetic salesman who wants to be a Marjoe. He wins up seeming not cold or calculating, evil but sad, self-deluded, and had. It would be great to be evil—Mick Jagger is evil, and he's the closest thing to a hero that we have nowadays. But evil masquerade, not heroic but disgusting, not sexual and gross and vital but immoral and sick. Marjoe is a cheap cheerleader, and his victims are pitiful and legion.

"Marjoe" is a vicious, grasping, vulgar movie; its victims are us, if we applaud or are angry or if we call to our sense of our superiority to the victims we see Marjoe ripping off.

But the movie is very well done, very lucubrating, very slithering and septuagint and quick and razzle-dazzle. It is a dooey and I'm very happy finally to have escaped by writing this review. Don't let it sell you salvation by showing you that you're not already. That's a bad temptation to resist, the appeal to vanity, but do it, resist it, you lose your soul to Marjoe.
It's FUN...and economical
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2435 UNIVERSITY
(In the VILLAGE)
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Pat Elliott and Bob Gammidge, the Republican and Democratic candidates, respectively, for Texas State Senatorial District 7 (which includes Rice) raised similar issues in their appearance Tuesday on KTRU's "Be Now You Can Vote" series. Although the candidates both emphasized such controversial issues as environmental protection, state spending, and welfare reform, each favored different solutions to these questions.

Economic boycott
"The citizenry and the state must be the one to clean up the environment, not the federal government," Elliott stated. "The federal, state, and local governments all have conflicting orders to the businesses, who is left with no effective course of action.
Elliott's environmental program would be to encourage cooperation of all the environmental groups, which could then publish a list of all the companies which are polluting. Next, citizens would organize an economic boycott of all the industries damaging the environment.

The remainder of Elliott's proposal is to bring court action against monopolies such as HLP if they are found to be polluting.

Regional planning
On the other hand, Gammidge advocated the non-employed practice of bringing federal pressure to bear against polluters.
"We have to look beyond the local level for environmental planning. Regional planning, involving both public and private influence, is the answer," he said.

"Also, the citizenry hasn't had the leverage to force industry (to stop polluting)," Gammidge continued.

On the issue of state spending, Gammidge stated that he supports corporate profits tax so that special money interests will pay their fair share of taxes. However, he opposes any increase in taxes until all "poll harmful projects" and "worthless" spending are eliminated.
"Texas is the only state without an income tax on businesses. It's unfair for the consumer to bear all the state tax burden," Gammidge stated. For the rest of Elliott's speech, the question was to hold the contest either to make it easier for the contest or to hold it in another position.

Candidates poll on Rice radio

Pat Elliott and Bob Gammidge, the Republican and Democratic candidates, respectively, for Texas State Senatorial District 7 (which includes Rice) raised similar issues in their appearance Tuesday on KTRU's "Be Now You Can Vote" series. Although the candidates both emphasized such controversial issues as environmental protection, state spending, and welfare reform, each favored different solutions to these questions.

Economic boycott
"The citizens and the state must be the one to clean up the environment, not the federal government," Elliott stated. "The federal, state, and local governments all have conflicting orders to the businesses, who is left with no effective course of action.
Elliott's environmental program would be to encourage cooperation of all the environmental groups, which could then publish a list of all the companies which are polluting. Next, citizens would organize an economic boycott of all the industries damaging the environment.

The remainder of Elliott's proposal is to bring court action against monopolies such as HLP if they are found to be polluting.

Regional planning
On the other hand, Gammidge advocated the non-employed practice of bringing federal pressure to bear against polluters.
"We have to look beyond the local level for environmental planning. Regional planning, involving both public and private influence, is the answer," he said.

"Also, the citizenry hasn't had the leverage to force industry (to stop polluting)," Gammidge continued.

On the issue of state spending, Gammidge stated that he supports a corporate profits tax so that special money interests will pay their fair share of taxes. However, he opposes any increase in taxes until all "poll harmful projects" and "worthless" spending are eliminated.
"Texas is the only state without an income tax on businesses. It's unfair for the consumer to bear all the state tax burden," Gammidge stated. For the rest of Elliott's speech, the question was to hold the contest either to make it easier for the contest or to hold it in another position.

Elliott opposes corporate income taxes on the grounds that "the tax will be passed along to the consumer" anyway. Also, he fears that such forms of taxation would cause a downturn in business expansion and ones.

Gammidge voted against new consumer taxes last year in his capacity as a state legislator and member of the "Dirty 30.

Fears business Exodus
Elliott opposes corporate income taxes on the grounds that "the tax will be passed along to the consumer" anyway. Also, he fears that such forms of taxation would cause a downturn in business expansion and ones.

Gammidge voted against new consumer taxes last year in his capacity as a state legislator and member of the "Dirty 30."

Also, the state provides money for children in families having no adult male head if the mother can't work.

He advocates a state-supported day care system for children to allow mothers of young children to find employment, which, he claims, would actually decrease welfare costs. Later in the year, KTRU hopes to sponsor similar discussions between candidates for other positions in the Rice area.

"Texas is the only state with no income tax on businesses," Elliott stated. "The state doesn't waste much money on welfare, which goes to help the blind, insane, and those

Elliott opposes corporate income taxes on the grounds that "the tax will be passed along to the consumer" anyway. Also, he fears that such forms of taxation would cause a downturn in business expansion and ones."

Gammidge voted against new consumer taxes last year in his capacity as a state legislator and member of the "Dirty 30."

Also, the state provides money for children in families having no adult male head if the mother can't work.

He advocates a state-supported day care system for children to allow mothers of young children to find employment, which, he claims, would actually decrease welfare costs. Later in the year, KTRU hopes to sponsor similar discussions between candidates for other positions in the Rice area.
Democrats

(Continued from Page 1)

she was all of a sudden "home sick." In the history of political campaigning, the power of the McGovern vote manipulation machine. Many minority planks, both liberal and conservative, were presented and most had enough deluge support to necessitate a roll call vote. But McGovern procured his delegates to vote against the strong antiblight plank and again the $800 guaranteed income proposal and against the endorsement of the rights of homosexuals. The only plank accepted during the night were one dealing with Indian rights and another advocating a stronger stand on Israel. It was 5:15 a.m. when the Indian plank was adopted, the first constructive vote of the night, and the full minute of applause by the delegates, quite a feat at that time of the morning.

Some might say that it was a waste of time, but it was Democracy, sort of. McGovern had to be hurt in the Nebraska primary by his stand on abortion and a too-liberal plank would make it an easy target for the Republican opposition. He is not known for their gentility in combat.

Our man Briceo voted against the platform and said that he hoped to draw up a platform at the state convention on September 10 (here in Houston) that would be "compatible with the will of the Texas people." He did not look happy.

Visit with Wallace

The next morning, the Texas delegation was invited to have a private visit with Governor Wallace. He was gracious, but tired from his speech to the convention the night before, and a very sick man after the gunshot wounds, would not withdraw and hope that many would vote for him, but he had no illusions that he could win the nomination although he admitted that he represented more Americans than did McGovern. When told that there were some McGovern supporters in the room, he mentioned that he respected McGovern personally, but that it would be difficult for him to win in November. He reiterated that he would not run as a third party candidate.

It was a very sobering occasion for me.

Doral Invasion

On Tuesday, McGovern issued a statement in response to the support of the POW-MIA wives who said, "I intend to use every resource available to the President to secure a direct personal diplomatic in Haigon, to insist upon the release of all prisoners in a cease.

partial accounting for all misbehavior. In a July 8th, 1972, statement, McGovern's office said that there were some McGovern supporters in the room, he mentioned that he respected McGovern personally, but that it would be difficult for him to win in November. He reiterated that he would not run as a third party candidate.
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TICKLED PINK FEATURING MARTHA TURNER

WORLD FAMOUS

SULLIVAN'S ISLAND

MOON THE 2ND AFTER 5 PM 3RD MONDAY ALLEN CINEMA

4:30 PM 

- FRIED SHRIMP 
- BOLLED SHRIMP 
- BOLLED ROUNDER 
- OYSTERS CHOWDER 
- BAR-B-QUE LINKS 
- SALADS - HOT ROLLS 

DINE AND DANCE NO COVER - 2430 Rice Blvd. 524-6903

The Good Life is
Better than Ever!

The Young Houstonian Club has another sensational year ahead... lavish parties at the best clubs in Houston... big-name entertainment... great trips just made for spring and semester breaks... Europe, Hawaii, Bermuda, Acapulco, Vail... and the fun goes on and on with many exclusive club members in college. Plus, a Young Houstonian Club member, you'll have access to personalized credit, 10,000 dollars insurance, no monthly service charges on your first thirty checks, and an eager staff of young bankers who understand the financial needs of young professionals... people like you. Join the good life... today... and all the adventures of the Young Houstonian Club at First City National Bank, 1111 Fannin at Dallas, or call 229-6606.

The Young Houstonian Club

First City National Bank, Houston, Texas
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